Moving-Up Mentoring Opportunity (Part 1)

The National Science Foundation’s Advanced Technological Education (ATE) Program encourages colleges that received funding in the Small Grants for Institutions New to ATE category to apply for grants in the ATE Project category. Such “moving-up” proposals may advance the work of the previous project or pursue new goals for improving STEM technician education.

ATE Project proposals are typically more comprehensive and have larger budgets than proposals in the Small Grants for Institutions New to ATE category. The ATE Project proposals also face greater competition for funding.

Guidelines:

1. Applications must be submitted by April 1 for proposals due in October.
2. The New-to-ATE project must have been completed within two years of this application, or have an expected completion date within six months of the application.

Mentor-Connect encourages, but does not require, the ATE Project proposal to:

1. build on the accomplishments of the New-to-ATE Project.
2. include as senior personnel one or more individuals who implemented the New-to-ATE project.

Those who receive mentoring services will be expected to provide Mentor-Connect with copies of the new proposal and participate in ATE panel reviews and surveys and/or individual interviews. Mentoring for Moving-Up will consist of approximately twenty hours of support from a mentor.

* Required

1. Email address *

Affidavit: Please complete the on-line application and email the required attachments including the required affidavit to mentor-connect@fdtc.edu.

https://adobe.ly/38eXuKg
APPLICANT INFORMATION

2. Name

3. Telephone *

Name and Address of the Institution and Department

4. Institution Name *

5. Department *

6. Address

7. City *
8. State

*Mark only one oval.*

- [ ] AK
- [ ] AL
- [ ] AR
- [ ] AZ
- [ ] CA
- [ ] CO
- [ ] CT
- [ ] DE
- [ ] FL
- [ ] GA
- [ ] HI
- [ ] IA
- [ ] ID
- [ ] IL
- [ ] IN
- [ ] KS
- [ ] KY
- [ ] LA
- [ ] MA
- [ ] MD
- [ ] ME
- [ ] MI
- [ ] MN
- [ ] MO
- [ ] MS
- [ ] MT
- [ ] NC
- [ ] ND
- [ ] NE
- [ ] NH
9. Zip Code
10. Title of the ATE Project (Moving-Up) proposal *

11. Disciplinary focus of the ATE Project (Moving-Up) proposal *

12. Name, email, and phone numbers (including cell) of the proposed PI, CO-PIs, and grant writer *

13. Title and disciplinary focus of the completed (or nearly completed) New-to-ATE project *
14. Date New-to-ATE project was completed or will be completed *

Example: January 7, 2019

15. Names of the PI, Co-PIs, and grant writer of the New-to-ATE project *


16. Results of the New-to-ATE project. (If still under way, list results to date) *Note: that this is an important factor when ATE Project proposals are reviewed. *


A response by the PI to each of the questions below. The response to each question has a 250-word limit.

17. What are the major goals of the proposed ATE Project? *
18. What specific workforce needs will the project address? *

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

19. Does the project build on your New-to-ATE project? If so, please explain. *

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

20. Please acknowledge by typing ‘yes’ or ‘no’ that you have uploaded or will upload an "Affidavit" signed by a college administrator supporting the development of the ATE Project proposal. *

________________________________________________________________________

21. Please acknowledge by typing ‘yes’ or ‘no’ that you have uploaded or will upload a complete copy of the submitted New-to-ATE proposal. *

________________________________________________________________________
22. Please acknowledge by typing ‘yes’ or ‘no’ that you have uploaded or will upload reviews of the New-to-ATE proposal by the NSF Program Officer and all Peer Reviewers. *